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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: Product- CONUS, Meso 2 km spatial, FD at 10 km, accuracy 2.5K, hourly refresh- all 3 modes verified that data within range.-Can GCOS ECV WG provide an independent assessment of AWG LST at provisional? GCOS Requirement bias should be 1KQ-Desert emissivity can vary by 40K through the diurnal cycle- how does this affect your meeting spec?Issues mainly with Data Quality Flags and Metadata (213K<LST<330K) range- Reference data- SURFRAD and VIIRS. Recommend Golden Cases from Field Campaign with portable SURFRAD and coincident ER2 and round with ABI and S-NPP VIIRS.-Results- all SURFRAD sites suggest ABI LST are underestimating LST, Bias/STD varies by station located in different geographical environments and hetereogeneity. AVIRISng 5 nm useful to characterize the underlying surface properties/chemistry/emissivity with static and dynamic Seebor emissivity (WR exists to change monthly)?-Slide 31- retrieval vs spec- when not meeting spec do you know why, have an idea?Subset data collection until November, more comparisons with VIIRS LST. Need to validate FD LSTs (at 10 km).Path to Provisional- anomalies- significant underestimate at Desert Rock SURFRAD site will be examined for Provisional- how about using the Red Lake data for a Golden Case. Risks identified on Path to Provisional- satellite underestimate at Desert Rock, Seebor emissivity used in LST retrieval is static, not tuned for ABI, TPW characterize sounding contribution to error, FD 10 km mismatch with SURFRAD spatial resolution, INR error.  Recommend you quantify the contribution of each of these to your LST variance.Validation- better characterize the performance through the diurnal cycle, seasonal variability, and geographic region, and quantify role of soil moisture variability on Path to Provisional. NWS GFE, NDFD very high resolution land surface temperature. 2m air temperature, highly correlated with LST skin temperature.Action- identify and discuss in-situ South America with Brazilians this weekend.User desires to see the strengths and weaknesses of the product vs time of day, season, etc.  Perhaps maps to characterize for users that captures the error bars.  Useful for training.Good understanding of problems and challenges and understand how to correct them.Bob did not discuss how the product is to be used in NWP, is there a user requirement.Partial Provisional given quantification underway.
	_2_ If Conditionally Approved,_hM4Qyq5Q9Sy3H-oWbzNM*A: 
	Approval Status_1_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Off
	Approval Status_0_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Yes
	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: The LST AWG is congratulated on reaching beta maturity validation. The AWG has a good understanding of the problems and challenges and understands how to correct them.  Appropriate reference data, SURFRAD and VIIRS, were used for validation. The Exec Board further recommends Golden Cases from Field Campaign data collections be considered, including use of the portable SURFRAD data collection at Red Lake, Arizona in early April coincident with ABI mesos, ER2 overflights (AVIRIS) and an S-NPP VIIRS overpass. The AVIRISng 5 nm data could be useful to characterize the underlying desert surface properties/chemistry/emissivity with static and dynamic Seebor emissivity (WR exists to change to monthly updating).  We note that other studies have identified large temperature errors in the desert of up to 40K owing to inadequate characterization of surface emissivity.  The AWG needs a better understanding and characterization of LST when it does not meet spec (refer to Slide 31). All SURFRAD sites examined suggest ABI LST underestimated with Bias/STD varying by stations located in different geographical environments and different degrees of heterogeneity. Risks have been identified on the Path to Provisional- the significant underestimate at Desert Rock SURFRAD site will be examined for Provisional- we also recommend using the Red Lake data for a Golden Case (above). In addition, the static Seebor emissivity used in LST retrieval needs to be updated monthly and tuned for ABI, TPW input data error needs further quantification, the FD 10 km mismatch with SURFRAD spatial resolution should also be quantified, as well as impacts due to INR errors.  On the Path to Provisional the Exec board recommends that the AWG quantify the contribution of each of these to  LST variance and better characterize the performance through the diurnal cycle, seasonal variability, and geographic region, and quantify the role of soil moisture variability. The NWS GFE, NDFD is a desirable very high resolution 2 m air surface temperature objective analysis that is highly correlated with the LST skin temperature.  This could serve as another useful reference data set. The AWG should contact the GCOS LST ECV WG to see if the WG can provide an independent assessment of AWG LST at provisional.  The AWG is interested in additional reference data outside the US and this will be discussed at a TIM with InPE next week.The User desires to see the strengths and weaknesses of the product vs time of day, season, etc.  The Exec Board recommends the AWG consider maps that might be provided to users to characterize or capture the error bars, strengths and weaknesses of the product (e.g., desert).  This may be useful for training and for the collaboration with the Product Feedback Forum.
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